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We generahze previous theories of colhsronal redrstrrbutron of near-resonance radiation to the case of a trmedependent 
mcrdent mtensrty. In the absence of saturation the relation between the mcrdent and the scattered spectrum IS grven by a 
trmedependent redrstrrbutron functron In the special case of an mcrdent pulse wrth an exponential rise and decay we 
evaluate the time-dependent strength of the Raylergh or Raman scattering and of the fluorescence We pay special attention 
to the restriction on the time resolution resulting from the spectral resolutron that IS necessary to observe separately the 
two peaks m the scattered spectrum. 

1. Introduction 

With the advent of mtense tunable lasers rt has become feasrble to observe the spectral redistribution of light 
scattered from an atomrc vapor after irradiation m the far wmg of a spectral line. Experiments of thrs type have 
been reported by Carlsten and coworkers [l-3] . A theoretical description of redistribution by collisions has been 
grven by Huber [4] andby Omont et al. [5]. These treatments employ the Impact hmit, which 1s applicable m the 
central part of the absorptron hne. We have grven a generalized treatment, allowing for irradratron outside the 
impact region [6-91. In refs. 4-9 the scattered-light intensity is evaluated as a function of the incident and the 
scattered frequency, in the case of a stationary mcrdent mtensrty. For far-wmg irradiation the peaks correspondmg 
to Raylergh or Raman scattering and to collaron-mduced fluorescence become well separated m the scattered 
spectrum. 

The complementary problem of the trme dependence of the scattered hght has also received attention recently. 
Rousseau and coworkers [ IO- 121 observed the time dependence of the fluorescence of iodme molecules after 
far-wing uradration with a short laser pulse. These authors observed a raprdly decaying component, which reflects 
the decay of the pulse, and a more slowly decaymg component correspondmg to the hfetrme of the excited state. 
The rapid decay was attrrbuted to Raman scattering, the slow decay to colhsron-induced fluorescence. Thrs IS m 
hne with the observation that the slowly decaymg component 1s enhanced by mcreasing the pressure. A theoretical 
description of these effects has been grven in the impact hmrt by Mukamel et al. [ 131. 

In a most interestmg recent paper Courtens and Szoke [ 141 have given a clarrfying description of the scattered 
spectrum, accountmg both for spectral and time resolutron. In the impact hmrt they obtamed expressrons for the 
strengths (not the profiles) of the various peaks m the spectrum, allowing for high-mtensrty effects such as satura- 
tron and the dynamrc Stark effect. These expressions are valid m the adiabatic case that the rate of change of the 
incident intensity 1s smaller than the frequency separation of the peaks m the scattered spectrum. 

In the present paper we descrrbe the intensity of the light scattered from atoms perturbed by colhsrons as a 
function of time and of the scattered frequency. We avoid the restrictions of the impact hmrt, whrch is necessary 
to mclude the expenmentally rmportant case of rrradratron in the far wmg of an absorption hne However, we do 
not account for saturation effects. The method 1s a generahzatron of our prevrous work [6-91. We obtain expres- 
sions for the time-dependent strengths of the Raylergh or Raman scattering and of the fluorescence m terms of 
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the characteristrcs of the pulse. The restrrctrons on the time resolution resulting from the use of a narrow-band 
frequency filter are properly accounted for. 

2. The significance of time-dependent spectra 

Determination of the frequency s ectrum of a trme-dependent signal with a resolutron Ao requires the observa- 
tion of the signal durmg a time Y AU- . Thus rf the spectrum of a non-stationary signal 1s recorded by measurmg 
the transmission through a tunable filter with bandwidth Ao, the time resolutron cannot be better than AU-‘. 
The concept of a time-dependent spectrum is not a property of the signal alone, rather rt refers to the combma- 
tron of the signal and the frequency filter. 

A careful study of the significance of time-dependent spectra has recently been grven by Eberly and 
Wodkrewicz [ 151. In the spirit of their work we derive a simple expression for the time-dependent spectrum that 
1s suitable for the purpose of this paper. We consider a non-stationary electromagnetic field. Its electnc-field com- 
ponent E(t) may be decomposed m Its posihve- and negative-frequency parts d*(t) and E(-xt), according to the 
defimtrons 

E(t) = d+)(t) + E(-)(r), (2.1) 

where 

E(+)(t) = & 7 dw e-lwt#(i;(o) 

0 

and 

E(-)(t) = & 1 dw e”“‘@o) = E(+)(t)*. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Here 

E(U) = 1 dt elWt E(t) (2.4) 
_m 

1s the Fourier transform of the electric field. By the definitrons (2.2) and (2.3) the Fourier transform of E(+)(t) is 
equal to Et;(w) e(w), and E(-)(t) has @G.J) 13(-o) as Its Fourrer transform, where B 1s the unit step function. The 
spectral drstrrbutron of the incident electromagnetrc energy per unit area untrl the time t 1s [ 15, 161 

t t 

G(o.t)=$ 1 dt, I dt, e-lw@r- tz)(E(-)(tl) l E(+)(t2)). 
-00 --oD 

(2 5) 

The brackets ( ) m (2.5) denote an ensemble average over the statistical drstributron of the electromagnetrc tield, 
both for a classical treatment, where E(t) is a stochastrc function, and for a quantum-mechamcal treatment where 
E(t) 1s a Hetsenberg operator, with E(+) and E(-)as its absorptrve and emissrve parts. From the double time integral 
in (2.5) it is apparent that the spectral energy of a srgnal during a time interval from t1 to f3 is not just the sum of 
the spectral energy of the signal as observed from f 1 to r2, and from t2 to r3. This illustrates that photons emitted 
m different time intervals can mterfere. Accordingly, rt is not Justified in general to identify the time derivative of 
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G wrth the time-dependent spectrum, as has been noted m ref. 15. In fact, from the explicit expressron of this 
trme derivative 

g(u,t) = a? = 2 Re 1 dr e-lW’&)(t) * E(+)(t - T)), 

0 
(2.6) 

one readrly checks that g may well be partly negative 111 special cases On the other hand, the integral of (2.6) over 
frequency 1s equal to the incident radiative power per umt area 

m 

s dwg(w,t) = 5 (E(-)(t) * d+)(t)). 
_m 

The mtegral of g over time gives the spectral drstrrbutron of the total energy per unit area 

00 

.j 

dtg(w,t) = G(w,-) = -$ &#?(;(o)12,. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Furthermore rt 1s obvrous from (2.6) that for a stationary signal, g becomes equal to the correct stationary spec- 
trum as grven by the Wiener-Khmtchme relation [ 15, 171. 

We intend to derive a relation between the physical time-dependent spectrum as measured by using a hrgh- 
resolutron spectrometer, and the function g(o,t), whrch 1s defined by (2.6) m terms of the signal alone. First we 
grve an additional relation between the function g and the correlation function of the electric field. From (2.5) 
one derives directly 

t 
I dw erW7G(a,t) = e / dt, (E(-)(tI) * d+)(t, - 7)) for T > 0. 

--Do _a0 

Drfferentratron of (2.9) wrth respect to t gwes the identity 

I da elw7g(w,t) = $E(-j(f) * E(+)(t - 7)) for r > 0. 
-00 

cw 

(2.10) 

When usmg a spectrometer, the physrcally observed signal 1s found by multiplying each Fourier component 
E(U) with the transfer function 5(o) characterizing the spectrometer [ 14, 151. Hence the Fourier transform of 
the filtered field 1s 

lY&JJ) = $0) qcd>. (2.11) 

The central frequency WD of i(w) is the setting frequency, and the width r of d 1s the passband wrdth of the 
filter In practical cases r is much smaller than WD, whrch 1s tuned over the frequency range of the srgnal. For 
these large posrtrve frequencies we may wnte 

i(w) = $‘d - ‘d,,), ‘d % r, (2.12) 

where the shrfted transfer function V 1s centered around the origm. Because of causality the observed filtered field 
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at time f can only depend upon the signal field at earlier times. Therefore the time-dependent filter functron 

(2 13) 

must be zero for negatrve values of r After takmg the Fourrer transform of the posrtrve-frequency part of (2.1 l), 
and applying the convolutron theorem, we obtam 

a+)(t) = r dTep1“D7u(T)E(+)(t - T). 
0 

(2.14) 

The negative-frequency part &)(t) IS the complex conlugate of (2.14). 
The physically measured time-dependent spectrum is the time-dependent energy of the filtered field, whrch 

according to (2.14) depends upon the settmg frequency WD [ 1 S] . Hence we write 

&.d,,,t) = $ d;‘(t) * $(f)). (2.15) 

It 1s thrs quantity that determines the counting rate of a photodetector behmd the spectrometer. Several exphcit 
expressions of gD m terms of the signal-field correlatron function have been given by Eberly and Wodkiewicz [ 151. 
We wish to express gD directly m terms of g. After substituting (2.14) and its complex conlugate m (2.15), we use 
(2.10) to express the correlation function m terms ofg. The result after a simple change of mtegration variables is 

g&,D,t) = 2 Re [ dr r dr’ 1 dw e-1w7’u*(7) U(T + r’)g(wD - w, t - 7). (2.16) 
0 --oo 

For convenience we normalize u m such a way that gD and g have the same total strength when integrated over 
trme and frequency. Tins requires the normalization condrtron 

I 
0 

drlu(r)12 = & . (2.17) 

(One notrces that eq. (2.17) causes ED to have a drmensron different from that of E, but gD now has the proper 
dimension of a spectral power per unit area.) 

For realistic spectrometers (e.g. a Fabry-Perot interferometer) the filter function u(r) 1s given by a simple 
exponential [ 151 

r 44 = z;; 0 + e-w2e(T)_ 

In this case eq. (2.16) attams the form 

g,,(‘+, ,t) = 1 dr F emrT 7 dw cri2;f; g(‘dD - Cd, t - 7). 

0 --oo J 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

This expression relates the physically observed time-dependent spectrum gD to the quasi-spectrum g, defined by 
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(2.6). It 1s apparent from (2.19) that the passband width r of the filter affects the spectrum m a twofold way. 
Firstly, the function g rs averaged over the recent past as mdrcated by the normalized time-distribution function 
I’ehr7. This excludes the time resolutron from bemg better than I’-’ . Secondly, the function g 1s averaged over a 

Lorentzran frequency wmdow with a width I’, whrch determines the frequency resolution. We feel that the mter- 
dependence of time and spectral resolutron 1s rllustrated m (2.19) with greater lucrdrty than m expressions given 
m ref. 15. 

3. Time-dependent fluorescence spectrum 

We consider the situation of a pulse of radiation mcrdent on a vapor of atoms in a perturber gas. The electric- 
field component of the radiation at the positron R of a scattering atom has a positive-frequency part &)(R,t) 
The R-dependence of E(+) may be factored out by writing 

d+)(R,t) = elkl’RqE(+)(t), (3.1) 

where kl and e1 are the wave vector and the unit polarrzation vector of the incident radiation, and E(+)(t) 1s the 
posrtrve frequency part of the magnitude of the electric field at the origin. The atom 1s excited by absorption from 
an mrtral state 11) to an excited state le), and decays to a final state 10 by subsequent enussion of radiation. As 
before we introduce the simplified notation [6] 

d, =pa- e1 elkrSR, 

d2 = pef * e2 elkZoR, 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where u,, and Uef denote the atomic electric-dipole operator between the mdicated states. The states Ii), ]e> and If) 
may consrst of several degenerate or nearly degenerate substates From a direct generalization of the derivation m 
ref. 6 we obtam an expression for the spectral drstributron G2(02,t) of the energy of the radiation with wave 
vector k2, with frequency w2 and with polarizatron e2, scattered before the tune t within a unit solid angle by a 
unit volume of the system with a density nA of scattering atoms. The result is 

4 t t4 t t2 

G2(u2,t) = nA & 2 Re f dr4 j dt3 I df2 I dt, e-1w2(t4-t2)(E(-)(t3)E(+)(tl)) 
--oD -0D -00 

(3 -4) 

where Hrs the hamiltoman of the particle system of one scattenng atom u-r a perturber bath, and p is the rmtral 
equrhbrmm density matnx of the particle system. Eq. (3.4) 1s vahd to first order 111 the irradiated intensity. The 
four mtegratron time variables tl, t2, t3 and t4 in (3.4) can attam values corresponding to three possible time 
ordermgs (1) t1 < 12 < t3 < t4, (n) tl < 13 < t2 < t4, (m) t3 < tl < t2 < t4. As m ref. 6 we call rl, 72 and 73 the 
successwe time intervals separated by these variables. Thrs gives rise to an expression for G2 as a sum of three 
terms 

4 

$(~z,t) = “A & 

t - 

drl dr2dr3 
_m 0 

X [e-i”a(‘a+73)(E(-)(t4 - 73)E(+)(t4 - ~1 - 72 - 73)) Tr d, e *@{ [e-tiT2(di e-‘L’l(dlp))] dl } 
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+ .5-‘W273&)(*4 - r2 - T~)E(+)(~~ - 71 - r2 - r3))Tr d2 e-lL73{di e-lLT2 [(e- ‘%W)db 

+ e+w27W3-)(f4 - 71 - r2 - 3) T d+)(t4 - 72 - r3))Tr d2 e*L73{d$ e”LT2[dlp e”L’l(df)]}], 

(3.5) 

where the Lrouvrlle operator is defined to include the effect of the radiative decay rate ra of the atomic state la), 
according to the relation 

It 1s attractive to separate m the expression for G2 the effect of the incident radiation from the effects of the 

particle system We introduce G1(ol ,t) as the spectral energy drstrrbutron per umt area of the incident radiation 
until the trme t. This quantity 1s related to the correlatron function <EC-)(tI)E(+)(t, - 7)) of the incident field by 
expressions similar to (2.5) and (2 9) After shifting the mtegration variable t4 and substrtutmg (2 9) mto (3.5) we 
obtain 

G2(w29r) = nA 2npt2C4 w’: i,,,/ drf(W2,0+lr)Gl(wI, t - $3 
_m 

(3.7) 

where the time-dependent redistribution function f is equal to 

f(w2,w11T) = 2 Re r dT1 r dT2 e1w~T~~1(w1~w2)72~1w27 
0 0 

X Tr d2 e-lL7{ [ewtir2(di e-iLrr(dI p))l df 1 

-I- 2 Re r drl 1 dr3[eiWr7r-‘W27s ‘I’r d2 edr3{di e”L(T-‘3)[(e~rl(dlp))d~]} 

+ e-lWIT1 -lW2T3 

If we introduce the quasi-spectra g1 

Tr d2 ebti73{di e*L(T-r3) [d,p e”L’l(df)]}] . 

and g2 according to 

(3.8) 

L&JlJ~ = 
aGl(olJ) aG,(qJ) 

at ’ &24 = 
at ’ 

then we find immedrately from (3.7) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Eqs. (2.6) and (2.10) relate gl(wl,f) to the correlation function of the electric-field component of the incident 
radiation. The physically observed tlmedependent spectrum gD(w2,t) of the scattered radiation is found by sub- 
stltutingg2 forg in eq. (2.19). 
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It 1s temptmg to interpret f(oz,oI1r) as measuring the probability for scattering a photon with frequency w1 
mto a photon with frequency 02, with a delay time r between absorption and emission. This would lead one to 
introduce 

(3.11) 

as the tnple different& cross section for melastic delayed photon scattermg. Thrs interpretation 1s justified only 
apart from the interdependence between time and frequency resolution as expressed by (2.19). 

Eqs. (3.7), (3.10) and (3.8) express the main result of this section. The time-dependent redrstnbution function 
f depends on the polanzation and the direction of the incident and the scattered radration. Srmphfied expressions 
anse if we integrate eq. (3.8) over time or over one of the two frequencies. We find 

+ erWrTr -lws7s Tr d2 e-‘LT3{d$ emd72 [(eFti'l(dlp))df ]} 

+ e-‘WlTl -lw2’3 Tr d2 emd7 J{dl e4”2[dlp e -‘L’l(d~)l 11 

= F(q,q), (3.12) 

which is equal to the stationary redistribution as derived m ref. 6. Hence, if the time-mtegrated fluorescence spec 
trum is recorded, the redistrrbutron of the time-integrated incident spectrum is grven by the redistribution func- 
tion pertaming to the stationary case. 

Integration of eq. (3.8) over the scattered frequency grves 

I do, f(02,w11r)= 4n Re j drI elWifi Tr d2di e-lLT [(e-‘L’l(dlp)) dr ] . 
0 

(3.13) 

Thrs equality is relevant to the case that the scattered radration is recorded as a function of time, with no spectral 
resolutron. It generalizes the theoretical result of Mukamel et al. [ 131. 

Finally, the situation of irradiation with a broad-band spectrum is described by (3.8) integrated over ol. The 
result is 

I da, f(w2,0117) = 4?r Re dr3 eViwa7a Tr d2 eear3 [di e-d(‘-r3)@lp &I . (3.14) 
0 

In the next sections we srmphfy the general result in special cases. 

4. Time-dependent strengths of Rayleigh-Raman scattering and fluorescence 

In the remainder of thrs paper we ignore the effects due to the motion of the atom and to the possible degeneracy 
of the atomic states. Hence we consider a non-moving three-state atom. Furthermore we adopt a factorrzation 
approximation introduced and discussed in refs. 6 and 7, which has shown to be successful in describing the 
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strengths of the Raylergh or Raman scattermg and of the colhsron-induced fluorescence. So we perform the 
average over the perturber bath 111 eq. (3.8) separately for the three trme intervals occurrmg m each one of the 
three terms The result may be expressed in terms of correlatron fucntrons C’,,, defined by 

where pp 1s the density matrrx of the perturber bath, A, is an operator between the states la) and lb) of the 
scattering atom, and Tr, denotes the trace over the perturber states. The resulting slmphfied expression for the 
time-dependent redistribution function IS 

X Re 1 drl [ dr2 e1w~T~~‘~w~~w~~7~~1w~*C,*f(~) Cfi(r2) Cer(rl) 

0 0 

dr3 e-lw171 -1w2r3Cz&73) e 7e(T-73k;(71) , 

0 0 1 (4.2) 

where pr 1s the fraction of atoms uutrally m the state II), and */e IS the decay rate of the excited state le) by m- 
elastic collisrons and by spontaneous emission. The Fourier-Laplace transform of the correlation function C&(7) 

determines a normalized profile P.&w) and a correspondmg dispersion function, according to the relation 

Pab(w) - lQab(o) = i r drerwTC.Jr). 
0 

After substrtuting (4.3) into (4.2) we obtain 

+~Pi(Ol) Re 1 dr3 e-iw27sC~~r3) e7e(‘-‘a)) . 

0 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

The structure of the two terms in (4.4) 1s quite different. The time dependence of the first term 1s given by 
exp (-iW27) C.$(7), whrch has an oscrllatory behavror wrth the frequency w2 - wef, and whrch decays at a rate of 
the order of the sum of the colhsronal and the natural line wrdth of the transitron from le) to If). As a functron of 
w2 this first term will turn out to be important for 02 y w1 - ofi, where the profile Pfi is maxrmal, and at the 
resonant value w2 y o+.f, where the oscillatory time behavror is absent. The mtegral over o2 of the first term m 
(4.4) is zero for 7 > 0, as one may show from (4.2). The second term m (4.4) contains as a function of o2 a peak 

centered at 02 % Web with a strength proportronal to Pa(q) exp (--ye7). Hence the strength of this peak decays 
at the same rate as the population of the excited state le>. 
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If we substrtute (4.4) mto (3.10) we obtam for the functrong2 determming the time-dependent fluorescence 

spectrum 

+2n jdq i d%(q)g&+ t - r)x(~r) 
-ca 0 

where we mtroduce for abbreviation 

042 
K = nA *ti2,4 ?$I& ’ ~112ic(ef ’ E21’, 

Z(W2,Wl) t) = 1 J 
'II0 

dre-1w27C,*f(7) g1(o1, t - T), 

x(w2,f) = i Re ’ dr3 e-1‘+‘3Ce*f(73) e-7e(7-T3). d 
The complex function z(w2,01, t) as a function of o2 may be looked upon as a convolution of 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

and the real function 

Y(oz,~, t> = i Re 

Hence we write 

0 

J dr e-1”2Tg1(01, t - 7). (4.10) 
0 

z(02,w1; t) = J dw’[Pe-(02 - w’) + 1Qe~ti2 - w’)]y(w’,q, t). (4.11) 
_m 

The validity of (4.11) may be checked by substrtutmg (4.9) and (4.10) in its r&t-hand side. The wrdth of y as a 
function of w2 depends on the rate of change of the incrdent radiation. Its strength is given by 

J dqdw2,q; t) = gl(wl,t). (4.12) 

The real function x(02,7) may likewrse be written as a convolutron of P,r(wz> and the function 

$ & 1 dT3 e-w73 e-k(T-T3) = +($ + W2)-‘(~, COS WT + w Sin WT - “/e ere7), 

0 

(4.13) 
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which for r > 0 has a strength e3e7, and a width of the order of the maximum of 7e and 7-l. Hence the strength 
of x is grven by 

m 

s do2x(c+,r) = e-e* for r > 0. 
-00 

(4.14) 

We consider the case of far-wing irradiation, and we shall derive expressions for the time-dependent strengths 
of the Rayleigh-Raman scattering and of the fluorescence. The frequency w. of the incident radiation has a fured 
value m the far wing of the absorption line, so that 

We must expect that rapid intensity variations of the incident radiation effectively broaden its spectrum. Only 
when the rate of change of the incident intensity 1s small compared to loo - Oeil can we expect that the two 
peaks in the scattered spectrum are well separated. Therefore we consider the situation that the rate of change of 
the incident intens@ at time t is slow compared to loo - 0~~1, and furthermore that this has been so since t - to, 
where to is large compared to Iwo - o,,I-~. 

If these condrtrons are met, the functiony defined by (4.10) has a width that 1s much smaller than ]‘a0 - Oeil, 
both as a function of w1 and w2. Then the first term of (4.5) contributes to g2 two well-separated peaks, one at 
w2 y wef, and one at w2 * w. - wfi. In order to evaluate the strengths of these two contributions, we use the 
asymptotic behavror of the dispersron functions [7] 

QabW = $& 2 
if iw - W.&j 9 Tab. 

a 

(4.16) 

In this asymptotic region Pal, is much smaller than Qab. The asymptotrc behavror of the function z 1s found to be 

4w2,q 2 0 = 
-l/It 

wO - Oei 
gl(wl,t) lf 02 = 00 - qj., (4.17) 

for values of w1 withm the bandwidth of gl. After applymg srmrlar considerations as m refs. 7 and 8 we find that 
the first term in (4.5) contributes to g2 a peak at 02 * w. - ofi wrth a strength 

1 
K (wo _ weI) I d~lgl(wlJ)~ 

and a peak at 02 * wef wrth the negatrve strength 

1 (D 

-K (wo _ wei) _ dw+lJ)~ I 

The total strength of the first term m (4.5) is zero, as it should. The second term in (4.5) contributes only to the 
fluorescence peak at 02 y wer. The strength of this contrrbution is 

2nK [ dr e9eT { do+‘&+) gl(wl, t - 7). 
0 
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As a conclunon of thrs section we find exphclt expressrons for the strength S, of the Raylergh-Raman peak 
and the strength S, of the fluorescence. The resulting expressrons 

1 O” 

sr(f) = K @Jo - we,)Z _-oo I dc+g&+f) 

and 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

are valid under the condrtron that the incident radiatron has a fixed frequency m the far wmg of the absorptton 
hne, and that the rate of change of the incident mtensrty has been slow compared to the detumng during a time 
interval preceding t that IS large compared to the inverse detuning. In particular the expressrons (4.18) and (4.19) 
are valid if at all times the rate of intensity change has been small compared to the detuning. This corresponds to 
what Courtens and Szoke [ 141 have termed the adiabatic situation. However, (4.18) and (4.19) are also applicable 
m the case of a very rapid rise and fall of an incident light pulse. 

It is apparent from (4.18) that the strength of the Raylergh or Raman scattering follows the light pulse, and IS 
sunply proportronal to the mstantaneous total madent intensity. On the other hand, (4.19) shows that the 
strength of the fluorescence depends on the incident spectrum during the recent past, over a time penod 7;‘. 

The total time-dependent strength of the scattered hght may be directly extracted from (4.5). We find 

I dw2g2(a2,t) = 2nK [ dre7e7 f do+ p,,(wr)gl(~~, t - r)- (4.20) 
0 _m 

Thrs result IS valid irrespective of the spectrum and the time behavror of the incident radiation. 

5. Explicit evaluation of time-dependent strengths 

In this section we derive explicit expressrons for the strengths S,(t) and S&t) of the two peaks m the fluores- 
cence spectrum for an incident light pulse with an exponential rise and decay. We characterize the mcident radia- 
tron by the positive-frequency part of the electrrc-field strength 

E(+)(t) = E. e-lwd e@t/2, 

d+)(t) = E. e--iwOt, 

t < 0, 

O<t<T, 

d’)(t) = E. e +WOt e+Ct-T)12, t > r (5.1) 

For rllustrative purposes we wrsh to avoid complexities due to the overlap of the transient effects due to the rise 
and the fall of the pulse, so we assume that T IS large compared to 7;’ and to the mverse bandwidth of the absorp 
tron line. This ensures that the fluorescence spectrum has time to reach rts stationary value during the pulse. 

The total strength of the incident radiation is found from (2.7) and (5.1) 
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I, ep’ for t<O 

I dq g&+t) = lo forO<t<T, 

I, e*@- T, for t 3 T 

where 

Jo =&t&t2 

15.2) 

(5.3) 

is the peak intensity of the pulse. Evaluation of S&t) requires an expression for the overlap of the absorption pro- 
fde Pei with a time integral involving gl at earlier times. If we calculate gl from (2.6), and substitute the result, 
the time integration can be done giving the lengthy result 

0 

I dre7e7g1(w1, t - 7) 
0 

8 
=I, - 

imn 
P + ‘ye @/2P + (a1 - %Y ’ 

1ft<O, 

5 
Pi2 - 7e 

-re + (WI - Wd2 [ 
e-Yet _ cos (q - w&+Ye 

s& - w,)t 

II 
, tfO<t<T, 

CJl -9 

1 P -- 4i ( _ 1 _ &-x&- 0 
P/2 - 7e 2r, 

_,-@m- n q#q I - m()) 

- e?e(t- T) I)) , rft> T. 

In the calculation of this tesult we used that T IS sufficiently large to allow gl(al ,f) to reach Its statzonary value 
I&C+ - wo> long before T. The strengths of the expressions (5.4) may be evaluated from (5.2) 

a 

i s 
ept 

dw1 d7e-re7gl(wl,t-r)=I0 - ift<O, 
-00 0 P + 76 

lo =- lfO<t<T, 
ye 
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IO = _ 
[ 

Pe-YeWLe+wT) 
1 

lff>T. (5.5) 
P-Ye 7e 

We wash to derive expressrons for S, and S, m the two complementary hmrts that the rate of change /3 IS small or 
large 

5.1. Moderate time vrmations 

First we consrder the case that /3 is small compared to the detunmg 

P Q lq - q!,I (5.6) 

One notrces from (4.15) that tms does not preclude the possrbrhty that /I be large compared to 7e. In thts case the 
total strength (4.20) of the fluorescence 1s an overlap mtegral of the function (5.4) whrch is centered at wo, and 
the profile Per(q), whrch 1s centered at we,. Smce the separatron between the centers 1s large compared to the 

widths of these functrons we may wrote to a good approximation [7] 

After substrtutmg (5.7), (5.5) and (5.4) we obtam from (4.20) to second order m 7e/(wo - we,) and j3/(00 - we,) 

I da, g2(02>t) 

epf 
=KZo - 

[ 

P 

P+ 7e 
2nGl(wo) + coo _ ued2 1 1ft<O, 

=Klg l--e 
K 

P 

P + 7e 
-et 2”P (oo)+ 

) 
’ 

‘Ye a 

e-Yet 

(P + 7e)(w0 - UeJ 1 
lfO<t<T, 

2nP,(oo) _ (e7ett- T, _ e-PO_ T)) P 

Cm0 - weJ2 1 

ift>T. (5.8) 

The strengths S, and S, of the peaks m the fluorescence spectrum are now directly found from (4.18), (4.19), 
(5.2) and (5.8). For abbrevratron we mtroduce the notation 

1 
R =KIo 2’ 

(5.9) 
(a0 - %l) 
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2” p,,(q) - 
1 

F=KIO 
^le ho - q112 I 

for the statronary values of Sr and S,. Then the time-dependent strengths are 

ePtR ift<O 

S,(t) = R dO<t<T, 

e-@@- ‘)R if t > T 

ift<O 

-et F 1 ifO<t<T. 

,‘, ip e7ett- T, _ ye e -so-T)]F ift> T 
e 

It is mterestmg to note that S&t) as given by (5.12) may be expressed in the general form 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

as is obvrous from a comparison of (5.5) and (5.12). Thrs result suggests that (5.13) 1s generally valid rf the rate of 
change of the incident mtensity is small compared to the detunmg. In fact, one may show this to be true after 
taking the proper limits in eq. (4.19). 

As a result of the inequality (5.6) it is possible to choose the filter bandpass width r to be small compared to 
the detumng, so that the two peaks may be separately observed, while at the same time r is large compared to 0, 
so that the time resolution suffices to observe the time behavior found in (5.11) and (5.12). 

Fig. 1 shows the time behavror of the strengths S,(t) and i+(t) for different values of 0. The strength Sr of the 
Rayleigh-Raman peak is proportronal to the instantaneous pulse intensity at all times. If /3 < ye, the same is true 
for the strength S, of the fluorescence. This corresponds to the quasrstationary case. If /I >, me, the strength Skt) 
does not follow the light pulse adiabatically, but it lags behind by a delay time 7;‘) due to the finite lifetime of 
the excited state. 

5.2. Rapid time variations 

We now turn to the case that fl is not much smaller than the detuning 100 - Weil. As a result of (4.15) we can 

then be sure that fl is much larger than 7ei and re. In order to observe the two peaks separately, one has to use a 
spectrometer with a passband wrdth r that is much smaller than the detuning, and hence also smaller than /I. The 
resolution time r-’ 1s then too large to observe contributrons in the strength that vary at the rate /I. From (2.19) 
one notices that the observed strengths gr and & of the peaks are related to the calculated strengths Sr and S, 
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Frg 1. Time behanor of the strength S, of the Raylelgh or Raman scattemg and the strength Sf of the fluorescence for drfferent 
values of the rise and decay rate fi of the incident mtensity. These curves are valid when p rs much smaller than the detuning of the 
mcrdent frequency from resonance The broken curve represents Sr, the solid curve is St The values of p are (a) p = 7,/3, 
(b) p = 7,, (c) 6 = 37,. The Raylergh-Raman strength Sr is proportional to the mcrdent intensity at all tmes, the fluorescence 
strength Sf lags behmd by a time 7;’ The curves m this fiiure correspond to eqs. (5.11) and (5.12). 

accordmg to 

q(t) = p dr r emrT Sr(t - r), 
0 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

Thrs mdicates that variations of S, and Sf that are more rapid than I’ are washed out by this trme-smoothing 
mtegral. 

Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) for S, and Sf are vahd outside transient regrons of the order of Iwo - ~~~~~~ around 
r = 0 and t = T, where the peaks may be rll separated. However, these regions contribute negligrbly to ,$ and gf, 
which allows us to apply (4.18) and (4.19) together with (5.14) and (5.15) in order to evaluate the observed 
strengths. For the same reason the rapidly varying terms in (5.2) and (5.4) are negligible. Hence we ignore (5.2) 

fort<Oandfort>T. 
The expressions (5.4) deserve a little more attention. The expression for t < 0 can agam be simply ignored. The 

expression for 0 < t < T separates after a transient time Iwl - Ueil-’ in a broad-band term 

Pl27l 1 
IO 

- e-et 
@/2)2 + Cwl - uOI2 P + +Ye 
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with a strength 1, exp (--ret)/@ + ye), and several narrow-band terms, From (5.5) we conclude that the narrow- 

band terms have the complementary strength lo( 1 - exp (-^/$))/ye. Lkewlse the expression (5.4) fort> Tseparates 
m a broad-band term and a narrow-band term. In the hrmt 0% 7e the broad-band term 1s approximated by 

-10/27T 

@/2)2 + (WI - oo)2 

e-Ye(t- z? 

with the negative strength -10 exp (-T& - T))@ From (5.5) one checks that after a translent time p-l the 

strength of the narrow band in the lust 0 % ye 1s lo exp (-_r,(t - T))/y,. The overlap of P,, with the narrow- 
band terms 1s found m the same manner as apphed m (5.7), while the overlap with the broad-band contrlbutlon 1s 
approximated by usmg the equation 

(5 16) 

Ignormg the transient time domams, we obtain m tlus approximation for the total strength of the scattered hght 

I do, g2(w) 

5 0 lff<O, 

=KIo -e7.f)~Pe,(Uo)+e7et 
1 

( 

042 

(P/2)2 + (00 - ad2 l+ (a() - ,,4 
lfO<t<T, 

- Klo e-Ye@- T, 
[ 
2”p,bo~ - 1 

re W2> 
2 

+ CwO - OeJ 21 

ift>T. 

In the same approximation S, and S, are found to be 

‘0 lft>T 

and 

lff<O 

ifO<t<T, 

lft>T 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 
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where R and Fare grven by (5.9) and (5.10), and where A IS 

A= 
cam2 

tm)2+tWO-~ed2 
(5.20) 

The parameter X is neghgrble if 0 1s much smaller than the detumng, and rt approaches unity m the opposite hmrt 
that /3 greatly exceeds Iwo - o,,l One notices in (5.18) and (5.19) that the neglect of the transient trme domams 
gives rise to a dtscontmuous step ?R in S,, and a step XR in S, at t = 0 and t = T. This shows that these changes 
occur m fact at the rapid time scale measured by lo0 - well and by 0. 

The physrcally observed strength & and St are found after substrtuting (5.18) and (5.19) in (5.14) and (5.15). 
We choose the spectral resolutron F to be large compared to the absorption linewrdth and ye, so that a fortzori I’ 
is large compared to 2-l. The result is 

0 1ft<O 

q(t) N (1 - ewrr)R rf 0 < t < T, 

e-r(t- T>R ift>T 

and 

=O 1ft<O, 

= l-r_& f 
1 (Fe--Y& _ Teeert) F + & (eqe’ - eert) m 

1 e 

(5.21) 

lfO<t<T, 

5 r ! 7e p--e7e(t- T) _ 7ee-r(f- n]F + & [e7e(t-T) _ e-r(t-T)] m 

1 dt>T. (5.22) 

The observed strength of the Raylergh-Raman peak shows a nse and decay determmed by the resolutron trme 
I’-l. The fluorescence peak at o2 = Wef shows variations on two time scales. In the usual case that r 1s much 
larger than Ye, gf shows at t = 0 a fast rise with the amount XR, and subsequently slowly approaches its stationary 
value F. At t = T, S, agam shows a fast rise of about M, and then decays to zero on the slow time scale. The 
amount of these fast rises increases with the pulse decay rate 0. This may be understood as a result of the effective 
broadenmg of the incident spectrum by rapid intensity variations. It is remarkable that these rises in Sf occur on 
the rapid tune scale, and that their rates are not restricted by the lifetime of the excited state. 

In fig. 2 we show gf in the case that r = lOye for vanous values of M/F. This parameter decreases with mcreas- 
mg perturber pressure and rt increases with 0. It is apparent from fig. 2 that gf attams its maximum value after the 
pulse is over. The sharp rise of gf after t = T IS more than counterbalanced by the rapid decay of the Raylergh- 
Raman peak strength. One notices from eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) that the observed total strength gr + $ of the 
scattered light shows a fast decrease by about (1 - X)R at t = T. The slowly decaying component after t = Tis 
entirely due to gf, and its strength is F + AR. In the limit /3 + 00 or A + 1, correspondmg to a square pulse, it 1s the 
total statronary mtensrty F + R of the scattered hght that decays at the slow rate re, but the frequency of the 
scattered light after t = T IS centered at the resonance frequency o2 2 wef. 
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F.. 

Frg. 2. Trme behavror of the observed strength .$ of the fluorescence for different values of AR/F. These curves are vahd when fi rs 
of the same order of magnrtude as the detuning of the mcrdent frequency from resonance or larger. The broken curve in (a) shows 
the observed Raylergh-Raman strength in the case that h = 2/3. The solid curves represent & for (a) AR/F = +, (b) AR/F= 1, 
(c) AR/F = 2. The passband width of the spectrometer IS r = 107, Immediately after t = 0 Sf mcreases withthe rate r by an 
amount of the order of hft, and subsequently It appnx&es tts stationary value Fat the rats,. After t = T+agat~-* 
an amount of about AR, then it decays to zero at the slow rate re. The curves m this figure represent eqs (5.21) and (5.22). 

6. Conclusions 

We derrve a general expression for the tune-dependent spectrum of light scattered from atoms 111 a perturber 
gas. The result is expressed m eqs. (3.7)-(3.10) in terms of a time-dependent redrstribution functronf(02,011r). 
From thrs general result we evaluated the timedependent strengths S,(t) and Sfct) of Rayleigh-Raman scattenng 
and of fluorescence in the case that the detunmg of the mcident frequency from resonance is large. The resulting 
expressions (4.18) and (4.19) are valid for trmes at which the rate of change of the incident intennty has been 
small compared to the detuning over a period of time that is larger than the inverse detuning. These expressrons 
have yet to be time-smoothed over the resolution time of the spectrometer. 

When the rrradrated pulse has an exponential rise and decay, the strengths S, and Sf are given by eqs. (5.11) 
and (5.12) rf the rise and decay times are large compared to the inverse detuning. These results are shown in fig. 1. 

In the complementary case that the rise and decay rates are not small compared to the detuning, the observed 
strengths are given in eqs. (5.21) and (5.22), and plotted in fig. 2. 

___-- 
We dld not mcorporafe‘~a~~~a~~e~~~~ 

the general results in section 3, but it is ignored m sections 4 and 5. Our results should describe a spectrally 
resolved versmn of the experiments of Rousseau et al. (10-121. 
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